Chapter 4
The Players:
What will you
learn in this
chapter:

1) What other professionals
and organizations do you
need to deal with?
2) What roles do these
other players have in your
artists’ careers?
3) How to deal with the
various entities you will
encounter
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In the developmental stages the manager is likely to be the
only other member of the artist’s team (that is not a musician) – hence the initial functions and roles of a manager are
varied and wide-ranging.
But as an artist’s career starts to take shape and obvious value can be attached to the artist and their product, the need
for more specialised contribution from other people within
the a Management team does become necessary. Think of it
as hiring the team and putting the company into place.

a) Picking the
Management team
THE ARTIST (…..and the musicians)
The Artist & the creative talent that support them are the first of the team you need to get on
board. If you are managing a band, chances are there are enough members to provide a performance in a live scenario. If not, then read on. A solo artist, however, will certainly need support
players on stage either in the form of a permanent backing band or session musicians. It is the
manager’s job to source and negotiate with these additional members of the band. In the early
days it would be a good idea to secure the service of musicians who see the bigger picture and
are willing to invest their time now for a larger return on future gigs.
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Lawyer & Business
Consultant
While at t first this may not seem necessary, it is always good to have an identified legal and business support team available. One of the golden rules of successful management is good forward
planning and a business consultant can certainly assist in translating the creative dreams of your
artist into a practical plan of deliverables and goals. One would hope that a lawyer is not needed
until contracts are being signed and deals being brokered but it is always good to know that
should you run into any kind of difficulties, you have legal assistance on hand.

Booking Agent
A booking agent is a person who exclusively

sound check, equipment requirements, cover

works on securing jobs such as live perfor-

charge, fee payable, cover charge etc.

mance for your band or artist. Like managers,
agents make their money from commissions

Booking agents are normally very well connected

on the fee which the artist receives for any

with venues and promoters. As they spend all

performance the agent secures. Ordinarily

their working hours focused on gigs and perfor-

this can range from between 7.5% and 15%

mance bookings an agent can secure more work

from the gross fee (in other words, the agent’s

than a manager previously would have. The inclu-

commission is the first deduction from the fee

sion of the booking agent on the team allows the

received.).

manager to focus on key business areas.

It is also the booking agent’s responsibility to

As with any resource, it’s the manager’s respon-

finalise all arrangements with the promoter

sibility to weigh up the costs factors against the

or venue and to plan and brief logistics to the

added returns.

artist or their manager. That is to say, timing,
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Engineer
A live engineer will ensure that best possible sound for your specific artist is achieved in a live
scenario. In early days your artist will be working with various engineers and sound supplier at gigs
and festivals but once guaranteed funds are available for gigs and performance it’s worth securing
the services on a specific engineer for as many gigs as possible.
Some engineers are also happy to double as Performance Managers. Engineers are generally paid a
set fee per gig and often they are also gear suppliers and will structure a deal whereby their equipment and services are available to the artist (but obviously on a first come, first serve basis)

Performance Manager
(Road Manager)
The road or performance manger is the person responsible for logistics related to travel, staging,
accommodation etc when an artist or band is touring or even performing once off gigs.

Publicist/Media &
Online Plugger
As the package of the artist you manage starts to take shape it may be time for you to employ a
publicist or media plugger. They normally work on a monthly or project retainer basis, and if well
connected within the media will ensure publicity and exposure required. Nowadays, someone on
the internet, blogging and plugging for an artist on an ongoing basis is also extremely effective in
terms of increasing awareness.
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Stylist/Designer
The artist or band should always look great – the aesthetics of a performer both on and off-stage
are hugely influential. Don’t assume the band or artist you are working with will know how to
ensure they always look their best – and that this look suits the ‘look & feel’ of the overall package
that the artist is.
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1. Fees and Salaries
Below is a brief breakdown of what and how you can expect to pay the
above-mentioned members of the management team:

Booking Agent
Agents normally get remunerated through commission on income generated. This is in the range of
7.5% and 15% and is normally calculated against the gross income of the artist for that service or performance.

Lawyer & Business Consultant
Lawyers & BC’s generally tend to charge based on an hourly rate and can become costly – so before you
consult a lawyer, make sure you’ve exhausted all other resources (a lot of legal info can be found with a
simple Google on the internet).
Lawyer’s fees can start as low as R500 per hour but the norm is around R1200 and higher.

Engineer
Engineers charge a daily rate per show. This can start as low as R250 and run into R1 000 per show for
a good engineer. Remember to negotiate, especially if you are doing a series of shows and also hiring
gear from the engineer.

Publicist
Publicists and pluggers generally tend to work off short to medium term contracts on a retainer basis.
Make sure you contract them for relevant months – in other words don’t have them on retainer when
no other activity such as performance, radio airplay or album promotion is on the go.
A publicist’s fees will depend on the level of engagement agreed on and the number of outputs required. Therefore the cost can range from R1 500 per month up to around R8 000.

Stylist
A stylist can be contracted in two ways: on a consultancy basis as and when needed, for which they will
charge and hourly rate, or on a retainer where a monthly fee would be payable. Bear in mind that you
may well be charged additionally for consumables such as make-up, hairspray etc.
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2. The Opposition
All other entertainment business including other bands, nightlife and television, as well as sport
activities and major global events can be seen as the ‘opposition to your endevours. Essentially
anything that competes for the attention and the disposable income of your target market.
Bear in mind that viewing these parties as the opposition does NOT mean you should behave antagonistically towards them. Rather it is a relationship of mutual respect where a good understanding of what they do, how, when and where they do it, is required in order to maximize your own
opportunities as opposed to attempting to limit theirs.

3. The Friends
Your artist’s friends and families are always going to be the most important people in their lives
and you will be required to be aware of the dynamics that exist and how they affect your artist.
This is a key area where you need to make sure you can maximize positive benefit and limit potential negative inputs. You will realise fast if certain friends, lovers or backers can derail your artist,
and you will need to take steps to limit this.
These steps may include engaging with your artist AND the party involved, pointing out the down
side of their interactions, setting ground rules around contact before shows or public appearances
and the like. The challenge is to do this in a way that makes it clear that you understand everyone’s
concerns and are obviously acting to help your artist be the best they can under all circumstances.
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4. ’Key Person’
Every successful artist or band is likely to list a handful of people who were key to making things
happen for them – these key people can be anyone from you as the manager, to benefactors, key
journalists, Radio DJ’s or even influential people who have become ‘fans’ of the artist in the initial
stages and have backed them ever since. Treat them with respect and consideration. However, as a
manager you cannot let them have unfettered access to your artists, despite their assistance.

One of the key jobs of a manager is to maximize benefit
and limit potential damage.
If you can see key people are getting close and can be negatively influential, you will need to manage their access to your artist as well.
You are likely also to have a Key Person in media, online media and communities, at the record
company, at promoters, at venues and suppliers etc etc. Again, the trick is to recognise that these
are key, influential people who need to be looked after. This does not mean they need to be bribed
or placated. But rather that the clear and honest relationship you have with them is respected and
maintained at all times. This can mean making sure that your artist understands their importance
and therefore how to behave towards them and will most certainly involve managing contact between the various key people and your artists.
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5. MMFsa & IMMF
MMFsa is the Music Managers forum of SA

In its first two years, the MMF held various

– a watchdog body that governs assists and

formal workshops (for both members and

support artist managers in SA. The MMF is a

non-members including entry level managers

formally constituted body. Its primary aims

and emerging artists) each targeting key-

are giving music managers more than an

elements of an artists career, from performing

individual voice, raising the standards of the

and recording to legal and merchandising, for

industry and recognising the achievements and

the purpose of skills development, knowledge

qualifications of artists and band managers in

sharing and networking among other benefits.

the music environment.
The MMF is a member of the Moshito Board

MMF signs a Code of Conduct to ensure good

Moshito is
an annual Music Trade Fair
in Johannesburg, sponsored

governance to the artist’s career. The MMF has

by the Department of Arts and Culture,

an Annual General Meeting (AGM) at which

Gauteng Sports and Recreation and the SABC.

paid members nominate the board of Directors.

Moshito members include SAMRO (Right

In turn the Board nominates the Chair, Vice-

Administration), NORM (Collection Society),

Chair, Treasurer, Internal Auditor, Marketing and

SAMPA (Promoters Association), MMF (Music

Workshop/Skills Development Directors.

Managers), CASA (Songwriters Association),

MMF is also member of the International Music

CWUSA (Creative Workers Union) and Airco

Managers Forum (IMMF) which has 15 Chapters

(Independent Labels).

The MMF is a section 21 company and operates
on a non-profit basis. Each member of the

and Steering Committee.

around the world. The IMMF has a seat at the
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO)

Lastly, the MMF is part and founding member

in Geneva for the United Nations (UN).

of the South African Music Export Council
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(SAMEX). SAMEX has a trade mission to

(Creative Workers Union) for the development

international Fairs like Womex (Spain),

of a Medical Insurance and Death Benefits

Popkomm (Germany), Midem (France) and

Scheme for South African musicians. MMF and

World Forum on Music (China).

CWUSA are also lobbying other industry players

SAMEX consists of: SAMRO (Publishing), NORM

and promoters to re-instate the “Consultative

(Collecting Societies), SAMPA (Promoters), MMF

Committee for Tours to SA” to assist in

(Music Managers), CWUSA (Music Union) and

developing and monitoring certain criteria

Airco (Independent Labels).

to be met by promoters ‘importing’ music

The MMF has a mutual agreement with CWUSA

performance.

MMF’s Aim
The essential purpose of the MMFSA is the defense of, and promotion
of, the interests of music managers and their clients, and its principal
aims are:

a)

To ensure the safeguarding, respect and protection of the moral and professional inter-

ests of its members and the worldwide community of music managers;

b)

To watch over and contribute to the respecting of the economic and regal interests of

music managers and their clients, both in the international sphere and, via the membership, in
national legislation;

c)

To help managers exchange information and knowledge such that the professionalism

and expertise of the community of music managers is enhanced and reinforced;

d)

To engage in solidarity action financed in various ways to enable certain members, or

future members, to have access to modern music management techniques and skills under the
most favourable conditions and thus to foster such members collaboration with all the members of the MMFSA;

e)

To work for the advancement of and recognition of, the importance of copyright and

the value of intellectual property not only in economic terms but also as the protector of culture
and of those who create it.

f)

To foster the awareness of the importance of the rights of artists as the creators of

copyright, and therefore culture, and of the essential role which managers play in protecting the
rights and role of their clients in this regard.

g)

Collective bargaining and lobbying on behalf of members and artists.

6. The Fans
Among your emerging fan group, you may well have a ‘key person’ as well. This should be the
stand-out fan who not only attends many shows but appears to be crucial in organising the attendance of others. This kind of a person can be recruited to your cause to help with attendance
and shows. By motivating such a person with merchandise, free entry and other special treatment, you can begin to create your own army of regular gig attendees with a vested interest in
your success. Your early fans can become your foot soldiers in this way so manage them!
But remember that each member of the public or fan paid full price to hear or see your artist –
they must be given a full-price show or interaction. Never make the mistake of cheapening your
show just because someone is coming regularly to watch.

7. The Machine
A database of all organizations and contacts is available to download from

Chapter 14 – The Tool Kit.

8. Groupies
Much like the regulars at a local bar, groupies, or serial fans are almost as much a blessing as
they can be a curse. A serious groupie can always be relied on to be the first one to cheer, dance
and generally get the rest of a crowd going. But they can also pester stalk and generally annoy
your artist and your crew to distraction. If you are able to establish ground rules and boundaries fast in order to keep the benefits and manages the negative impact that groupies can have.
Of course there is also a sexual component to groupie-dom which you may or may not be able
to control. Make the attempt to keep any such interaction behind closed doors and away from
performance venues and media.
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